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Prepared for GPhone users, TOP DVD to GPhone Suite is released! It is packed by two
products: TOP DVD to GPhone Converter and TOP GPhone Video Converter.

The suite can convert DVD and video to GPhone H.264, GPhone MPEG-4, MP3, etc. with
excellent quality, and you can enjoy your favorite DVD and video in your GPhone anywhere.

With the suite, you can get the doubled performance presented by the two products at a
discount of 35%. With cheaper price and better performance, are you attracted?

Download it for free right now and have a try! Enjoy the wonderful life brought it!

Key Features

The input and output formats supported by TOP DVD to GPhone Suite

Support the input formats of DVD, RM, RMVB, WMV, MPEG, MP4 and FLV.
Support the output formats of GPhone H.264, GPhone MPEG-4, MP3, etc.

The output device supported by TOP DVD to GPhone Suite

Support the output device of MP3, MP4, iPhone, GPhone, PSP, PS3 and Apple TV.

Preview the movie

Before conversion, you can preview the input files to get a general idea of the
converted effect, check the correctness of the files and select the segments you like
most to convert.

Capture images

During previewing, if you like some images very much, you can capture them with a
snapshot and save them in BMP format.

Automatically shut down the computer

The computer can be automatically shut down due to the auto-shutdown function, and
you can leave the computer at any time for things more urgent.

Set output parameters freely

Click the "setting" button, and you can set the output parameters freely to suit your
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GPhone.
The output files is specially designed by nobody but you, and what a wonderful
feeling!

Support batch conversion mode

Multiple files can be converted in batches at a time, which will definitely save much of
your time.
The suite simply relieves you of heavy conversion work, and conversion can never be
faster!

No safety hazard

It is verified that there is no virus, spyware or adware to threaten your online
environment and your computer is in an absolutely safe condition.

System Requirement

OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:    512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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